When a link is not explicitly present in an RDF dataset, it does not mean that the link could not exist in reality. Link prediction methods try to overcome this problem by finding new links in the dataset with support of a background knowledge about the already existing links in the dataset. In dynamic environments that change often and evolve over time, link prediction methods should also take into account the temporal aspects of data.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last few years the number of published RDF datasets in the Linked Data cloud has grown significantly. One of the key Linked Data publishing principles is to use URI references to identify Web resources and links between them 1 . Such link are usually defined at the time of creation of the datasets and they are often not updated. However, over the time the links can get old and loose their significance. Link prediction algorithms, on the other hand, find new links in datasets that are not explicitly present but they implicitly exist due to existing structural patterns.
An increasing amount of datasets and their evolution over time introduce another dimension to link prediction methods. In this paper we develop a novel method that is able to predict links in a single dataset that uses i) the creation time of the links, and ii) the existing structural patterns in the dataset. We call this method a time-aware link prediction.
We validate the method on a dataset from ProgrammableWeb 2 , a leading Web APIs and mashup directory, that allows developers to publish information about their Web APIs and mashups and to join a social network of developer fellows. At the time of creating a Web API or a mashup in the directory, a developer provides various technical and functional descriptions such as categories, tags and defines links between APIs and mashups. A link prediction method applied on the dataset from ProgrammableWeb may be used to find links to other categories, tags or Web APIs based on structural patterns in which the Web APIs, mashups or developers occur. However, such method would ignore the fact that a Web API or a mashup can be outdated. Our link prediction method provides more precise results as it can effectively combine time information with structural patterns. We use i) tensors as an underlying mechanism to model RDF data, ii) time information and an ageing function to model the age of the data and iii) a tensor factorization technique to evaluate an existence of new links. We adopted a widely used ageing to simulate the loss of the links' significance; decrease the impact of older links and promote the more recent ones. Our assumption is that older links are less important due to their age, however, they can still have an influence on the link prediction due to structural patterns. We evaluate the method on a real-world dataset from the Web services domain and we present its performance and capabilities.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the time-aware link prediction method, its notations, definitions and the supporting algorithm. Section 3 describes several experiments we conducted to evaluate its performance and capabilities. In Section 4 we discuss various aspects of the method. In Section 5 we give an overview of the related work, and finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and presents the future work.
2 TIME-AWARE LINK PREDICTION METHOD
Definitions
Tensor. A multi-dimensional array of numerical values (Kolda and Bader, 2009) . The order of the tensor is the number of dimensions that the tensor uses.
In our method we use a tensor of order three denoted by Y I×J×K , where I, J, K ∈ N and I = J. The (i, j, k) element of a third-order tensor is denoted as y i jk .
Information Ageing. A process of retention of information in a memory over time. We represent the relation between time and retention using a forgetting curve (Ebbinghaus, 1913) ; defined as R = e −λT where R is the memory retention, T is the amount of time since the information was received and 1/λ is the strength of the memory. Based on the definition of the forgetting curve, we propose an ageing function
where A(t 0 ) is the amount of information at the time t 0 , A(t x ) is the amount of information at the time t x when the information was created, λ is ageing/retention factor and t is the age of the information. The information ageing is influenced by the the λ parameter as the strength of the memory. The higher the value of the λ parameter is, the faster the loss of information is. Similarly, the older the information is, the lower is the amount of held information. Note that Linked Data community has adopted several approaches to represent temporal information (Rula et al., 2012; Gutirrez-Basulto and Klarman, 2012) . In this paper we use a single starting time point t x which defines the existence of the link, i.e. the link exists since t x (see Section 4 for discussion). We refer to this time as the creation time. We have no information about the duration of the existence of the link and we cannot conclude whether it is still valid (Open World Assumption).
Tensor-based Model with Temporal Information
Simple graph structures can be modelled as matrices, which is preferred for graph structures with one type of links. However, since RDF data contain more than one type of links, we use a third-order tensor notation, which was proposed in (Nickel et al., 2011) . We can project the third-order tensor as a set of incidence matrices, where each matrix contains only links between entities for a corresponding type of the link.
N×N×M be a tensor representing an RDF dataset. The tensor consists of two identical dimensions N representing a domain of entities (concepts and instances) in the dataset, and the third dimension M representing a domain of link types (properties) that explicitly exist in the dataset. The tensor element y i jk = 1, if the i-th entity has link of a type k with the j-th entity, for i, j ∈ 0, N) and k ∈ 0, M). Otherwise, the tensor element y i jk = 0. Each tensor element in the model has a value of 1 or 0 if a link between two entities exists or does not exist, respectively.
In this paper, we propose an extension of this model to include also temporal information. We focus on the situation, when the creation time of the links is available (see Section 4 for discussion). We use this information to modify the initial tensor Y such that values of tensor elements are reduced with respect to the creation time of the corresponding link. Let X ∈ R N×N×M be a tensor at the time t 0 . We then compute a value of a tensor element x i jk using the ageing function (1) as follows
where y i jk ∈ {0, 1} is the initial value of the tensor element, λ is the ageing factor and t is the link's age computed as a distance of the link's creation time and the time t 0 (see Section 2.1 for additional details about the ageing function). Example 1. Consider an RDF dataset consisting of the four instances of concepts ls:Mashup (m1, m2, m3, m4) and wl:Service (s1, s2, s3, s4), and three links ls:usedAPI that indicate usages of the Web APIs in the mashups, i.e. (m 2
. In this formula, each arrow indicates the age of the link as the number of weeks since t 0 . For example, m 4 t 0 −t 15 −−−→ s 2 indicates that the link was created 15 weeks ago. Table 1 shows this information modelled as a tensor, both, with and without ageing (in this example we set parameter λ = 0.01). Note that the link between the mashup m 4 and the service s 2 has a lower value due to the fact that this link was created earlier than the other two.
Learning Hidden Latent Factors
We use a tensor factorization technique to perform structural analysis of an RDF dataset. We propose an extension of the RESCAL approach (Nickel et al., 2011) which uses the time information. Each incidence matrix X k of a tensor is factorized as
where A is a matrix N × R which models a participation of an entity in a latent factor R, and R k is a matrix R × R that models interactions of latent factors for the k-th relation (Figure 1) . The R is a configurable parameter of the factorization algorithm. It indicates the number of latent factors to be learned.
The matrix A and the matrices R k are computed by solving the minimum optimization problem
Although there exist other tensor factorization algorithms, RESCAL (Nickel et al., 2011) is the most suitable method for an analysis of multi-relational data and link prediction tasks, it scales well for larger datasets and it shows good performance (Nickel et al., 2012) .
In our extension of the algorithm, we use a tensor with elements as real positive numbers; lower values for older links and higher values for newer links. By using this tensor, latent factors can learn regularities 
Time-aware Link Prediction
The link prediction task evaluates a possible existence of a link between a pair of entities by using structural patterns in the dataset. Our time-aware link prediction task, on the other hand, evaluates a possible existence of a link between two entities while taking into account the age of explicit links in the dataset as well as structural patterns in the dataset.
To evaluate an existence of a link between i-th and j-th entity we do a reconstruction X k = AR k A T of a matrix X k for a link of type k. The algorithm solves a minimum optimization problem with goal to predict links of type k from domain M from the i-th entity from domain N. Note that in the following algorithm the terms source entity, link and target entity refer to the RDF terminology subject, predicate and object, respectively. Inputs:
• An RDF dataset where each link contains information when the link was created.
• Ageing constant λ.
• A link of type k and an entity i as a source of links.
• A maximum number of target entities L.
Outputs:
• A set of Top-L entities as targets of links.
Algorithm:
1. Model a tensor X for the input RDF dataset and the ageing constant λ.
2. Compute factorization for the tensor X with the extended RESCAL algorithm (see Section 2.3).
3. Reconstruct a matrix X k using the latent factor R k and a matrix A, where k indicates a link type in the query. values. These values indicate target entities that should be linked with the source entity using the link type k. Note that the Top-L entities can also be evaluated by comparing x i jk > θ, where θ is some threshold. Example 2. Consider data from Example 1 as an input RDF dataset. It contains only one type of link (k = usedAPI) to make it clear. Tensor X on Table   1 corresponds to the first step of the algorithm for λ = 0.01. The second step factorizes tensor to matrices A, R k and the third step provides approximation of the tensor. Example of the reconstructed matrix X k is on Figure 2 (R = 3). For entity i = m 4 the corresponding row contains three possible candidates as new links (s 3 , s 1 , s 4 ) sorted decreasingly by the reconstructed value. From the list of candidates can be selected either a set of Top-L elements or elements with the value above predefined threshold θ.Please note that the higher value for s 3 was influenced by the existing link with higher value, that was created more recently than the second one.
EVALUATION AND EXPERIMENTS
In this section we demonstrate the time-aware link prediction method on the real-world dataset from ProgrammableWeb.
The questions we address in experiments are as follows:
• How temporal aspects influence the link prediction?
• How the evolution of dataset structure influences the link prediction?
On several experiments, we evaluate the quality of the proposed method when compared with a set of baseline algorithms. The first experiment shows the difference of the proposed time-aware link prediction and a link prediction without temporal information. The following two experiments clarify the connection between predicted links, the time information and the structure of the dataset.
Linked Web APIs Dataset
For evaluation purposes, we created extended version of the Linked Web APIs dataset. The dataset is an RDF representation of the ProgrammableWeb 3 directory, the largest mashup and Web APIs directory. It contains information about developers, mashups they created and Web APIs they used, together with categories they belong to. In addition, the dataset has information about tags assigned to each mashup and a Web API, formats and protocols that Web APIs support. We also collected information about the time when users, mashups or Web APIs appeared in the directory for the first time between users, WSMO-lite (Vitvar et al., 2008) ontology (prefix wl)-concept wl:Service describes Web APIs, Dublin Core 5 vocabulary -property dc:creator describes relation between a user and a mashup, and property dc:created indicates creation date of a mashup, a user or a Web API, SAWSDL (Kopecky et al., 2007) vocabulary (prefix sawsdl) -property sawsdl:modelReference describes a tag or a category of a Web API or a mashup. Additionally, we create new concepts and properties (prefix ls): ls:Protocol that identifies a protocol, ls:Format that identifies data format, and ls:Tag and ls:Category which identify a tag or a category respectively. We also create following new properties: ls:usedAPI -between concepts ls:Mashup and wl:Service, ls:supportedFormat, ls:supportedProtocol -between concepts wl:Service and ls:Format or ls:Protocol, ls:assignedTag and ls:assignedCategory -between concepts wl:Service/ls:Mashup and ls:Tag/ls:Category.
Experiments Settings
Implementation. We implemented the proposed method in R. It contains functionalities to construct a tensor with temporal aspects, RESCAL factorization algorithm, link prediction method and a running example 6 . Time Information. Our dataset does not contain the time information for each link. Therefore, we derive this information from < n, dc : created, t cn >, where n represents a mashup, a Web API or a person and t cn denotes the time the entity was created. Since all entity links are created in our dataset at the same time as the entity is created, we propagate t cn as a creation time to all the links of the entity n.
Snapshots. For purposes of analysing data over different time periods we prepared 22 snapshots of the dataset. The first snapshot contains data from June 2005 until January 2008. It contains approx. 21 000 links which is a significant portion of the total number of links while it is a sufficient information for the link prediction. We then created subsequent snapshots with a step of 3 months where each snapshot always contains the data of a previous snapshot. In order to compare capabilities of the time-aware link prediction and the link prediction that does not use time information we modelled all 22 snapshots as tensors with and without time information. The ageing function parameter t 0 (see Formula (1)) denotes the end of a snapshot.
Setting the Ageing Constant. In the experiments, we set the ageing constant empirically to λ = 0.01 and the age period t in weeks. Figure 4 (a) depicts the influence of the ageing function for different λ. Value λ = 0.01 provides a distribution of values over the whole seven years period. Note that a higher λ value (i.e. λ = 0.1) promotes less than the last 50 weeks while a lower λ value (i.e. λ = 0.001) does not provide significant change of values over the period. This is a configurable parameter that can be used to control the forgetting rate and it depends on specific requirements and dataset. Since we want all data in the dataset to participate in our experiments, the value λ = 0.01 provides us with the best setting. The results from the evaluation also supports this setting in terms of overall quality of the predictions.
Setting the Tensor Factorization. In the tensor factorization, we experimentally set the number of latent factors to 40. We terminate the factorization when a change of the factor matrices between two iterations is < 1. This is a terminating condition for the minimum optimization problem which means that the solution found during the iteration will not change in GHz Intel Core i5 and 4GB RAM. Note that in this paper we do not focus on the performance and scalability of the algorithm. We refer the reader to (Nickel et al., 2011) for more details on the performance of the RESCAL factorization.
Evaluation
In this section, we describe the results from the experimental evaluation where the goal is to measure the quality of the time-aware link prediction. We created two sets, namely a training set and a testing set, from the whole dataset. We randomly selected 1% of the newest links from the last snapshot (the last 3 months) and put them to the testing set. The rest of the data we put to the training set. We performed repeated random sub-sampling cross-validation. We evaluated our method (including different functions and parameters for ageing) compared to the following set of algorithms.
• Random: for each source of a link in the testing set, randomly choose a set of targets that correspond to the type of the link. For example, for a Mashup and a link usedAPI it randomly chooses a set of Web APIs.
• Recent: select targets from the testing set that are connected to the newest links in the training set.
• Most Popular: select targets from the testing set that are connected to the highest number of links in the training set.
• Regular TB Link Prediction: a tensor model without ageing and the original RESCAL tensor factorization.
• Time-aware Link Prediction with Ageing: our proposed method with different values of λ parameter for ageing function. "Linear" decreases importance of older links linearly over the whole time period, "1 − Ageing" and "1 − Linear" promotes older links.
• CP and Tucker: tensor decomposition CP (CAN-DECOMP/PARAFAC) and Tucker (Kolda and Bader, 2009 ) using tensor model with ageing function and λ = 0.01.
• Jaccard and Adamic Adar: baseline graph based methods for link prediction in social networks (Oyama et al., 2011 ) that use node neighbourhoods to predict new links. Note that the Recent and Most Popular are exploited as recommendation methods in the ProgrammableWeb service repository.
Since we only have one relevant target for each testing item, and we measure a position of a predicted link, we did not perform evaluation related to Precision and Recall. Instead, we measured Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), which is appropriate for evaluation tasks with a single target. It is computed as a reciprocal value of a position at which the relevant target was evaluated and is averaged across all testing items
The second metric we evaluate is HitRatio at topk (HR@k) that indicates whether the relevant link occurs in the top-k predicted links. It is computed as
where hit k i = 1 if the relevant link is in top-k predicted links, otherwise it is 0. Figure 5 shows results from the evaluation. Random neither works with structural nor temporal information and has the lowest values for all metrics. Recent has slightly better results since it takes into account temporal aspects. Taking into account popularity leads to better results with Most Popular. Regular Link Prediction has good results since it considers the data structure. Time-Aware Link Predictions based on Linear, 1 − Linear or 1 − Ageing do not show better results than the Regular Link prediction since they do not reflect properly temporal aspects of links in the dataset. Jaccard and Adamic Adar does not perform well since they consider only information about the closest neighbourhood of each node in graph and they do not take into account types of nodes or semantics of links. CP decomposition achieved comparable results with RESCAL in terms of MRR but lower results in HR@k. Tucker decomposition has good results since it takes into account structure but does not have better results than Regular Link Prediction with RESCAL. Our time-aware link prediction based on RESCAL (λ = 0.01) outperforms other baseline algorithms in MRR and HR@1, HR@5, HR@10. It is able to predict links on better positions (lower k) than the other algorithms. In the following experiments, we focus on the Time-Aware Link Predictions with ageing function (λ = 0.01).
Significance of Time-aware Link Prediction
In this experiment we test how the time information influences items and their position in a list of top-L predicted links. To study the influence of time, we focused on a simple tagging task. The goal is to find a set of tags which should be assigned to a specific API (predicted links to tags can be used to improve description of APIs). We run this experiment for the well-known Google Maps API. Table 2 shows results using the tensor models with In order to explore differences in both sets we run the same experiment over time (i.e., by using the 22 snapshots). not used. It can be observed that a position of tags do not change very much over time once a tag gets to a certain position (e.g., realestate, travel). This is influenced by global structural patterns that the algorithm uses once they appear in the dataset. Note that each snapshot always contains data of a previous snapshot (see Snapshots paragraph in Section 4). Figure 6 (b) depicts positions when the ageing is used. There is a group of tags (food, reference, uk, sports, realestate) that were on better positions in the past (the darker colors in the bottom-left corner), however, they lost significance in recent time. On the other hand, a group of tags (e.g., geolocation, geocoding, location) had no significance in the past but is more preferred in recent time (darker colors in the top-right corner). This is caused by evolution of the structure of the dataset over time. Intuitively, this also proves the fact that mapping APIs and mashups (i.e, tags geocoding, location, geolocation) started to gain a popularity only 5 years ago and travel mashups and APIs are all-time popular. Please also refer to experiment in Section 3.6 for more details.
Influence of Time Information on Prediction
In this experiment, we present a relation of predicted links and time information of entities which participate in the predicted links. This experiment is motivated by a need to predict links between mashups and APIs. For example, to find top-10 mashups that could benefit from the Flicker API. We run the experiment for all 22 snapshots. Figures 7 (a) and 7(b) depict a distance in weeks of top 10 mashups from t 0 of every snapshot. We use a standard box plot to examine distributions of distances graphically. Figure 7 (b) presents much lower distances than Figure 7 (a). These results support our assumption that predicted entities in top-10 lead to links between entities with time information closer to t 0 (i.e., the present time of a particular snapshot) than the link prediction that does not use time information.
We also performed a quantitative experiment of this prediction task. We randomly selected 100 tags and predicted top-10 APIs that should be assigned to each tag. At the same time we randomly selected 1000 Mashups and predicted top-10 APIs which should be used in the specific Mashup. The mean value of distance is 33 weeks for the time-aware link prediction and 184 weeks for the link prediction that does no use time information.
Impact of Evolution of Structure
In this experiment, we demonstrate how the proposed method takes into account the evolution of the datasets' structure when predicting new links.
We run the prediction for two tags realestate and geocoding and evaluate their positions in top-L predicted links over time for the well-known Google Maps API. Figure 8 (a) and 8(b) depict an evolution of the position for both tags on the left axis and a number of usages of the tags on the right axis (a usage of a tag means that an explicit link between an entity and the tag exists in the dataset).
Figures 8(b) shows a high position of the tag realestate when no ageing is used. This is influenced by the high number resources (APIs and mashups) tagged with this tag and the supporting structural patterns that exist throughout the history. However, when ageing is applied, the tag is gradually loosing its position since the structural patterns were created earlier in the past rather than in recent time (in a snapshot's time t 0 ). Figure 8(a) shows that the tag geocoding gets to slightly better positions when ageing is applied. This is caused by the fact that supportive structural patterns for this tag appeared in recent time. The next paragraph describes an example of elementary structural patterns that may influence positions of tags in link prediction. Significant Sub-graphs. Our method is based on identification of hidden patterns in the structure of data (tensor factorization) in connection to the time information and ageing. Identified hidden patterns are used to predict new links in data. In order to find such significant patterns we can use an existing local property of graphs, called motifs. Motifs are defined as recurrent and statistically significant sub-graphs. We adopted the idea of motifs in this experiment as an "evidence" of influence of structure and temporal information in tensor factorization with ageing. The goal of this experiment is to some extent provide an explanation of results from the previously described experiment in this section.
New links for Google Maps API can be predicted only when a similar pattern exists in the data and the pattern contains information related or similar to the Google Maps API structure. Based on the dataset structure, we define several elementary patterns which may influence the link prediction of the tags realestate and geocoding for the Google Maps API. By looking at the Google Maps API structure, we can see that it is a service, it has assigned a category mapping, a tag mapping, and supports JavaScript protocol. We breakdown this structure to the following queries (that we call patterns), where X can be either realestate or geocoding. We then measure the number of occurrences for each of the 8 patterns in the 22 snapshots. Figures 9(a)-9(d) depict a number of occurrences for each pattern over time (i.e., for each of the 22 snapshots). The tag geocoding has a higher number of occurrences of the patterns than the tag realestate. This means that there are more structures similar to the Google Maps API structure that have assigned tag geocoding rather than the tag realestate. Although this does not provide much evidence for the tag realestate and its high positions when no ageing is used (in Figure 8(b) ) which is influenced by other structural patterns not shown here, it shows that a higher presence of the patterns in recent time promotes the tag geocoding to better positions when compared to positions when no ageing is used ( Figure  8(a) ).
DISCUSSION
Robustness. Although we evaluated our method on a domain-specific dataset from ProgrammableWeb, the method is capable to predict links in a dataset from any other domain. We have chosen the dataset from ProgrammableWeb as it contains sufficient information about creation time of entities that we can propagate to relevant links. We plan to evaluate our method on different datasets in our future work. Temporal Information. Due to the nature of the data from ProgrammableWeb we deal with a specific form of time assigned to an entity as the created time (see also Section 3 for information how we propagate this time to corresponding links). We understand the created time as a starting time from which the link exists in the dataset and we have no information about a duration of the link's existence. It is our future work to study various representations of time in linked datasets and incorporate them into the timeaware link prediction method.
Further, there are two basic types of expressing an existence of data -an explicitly defined time point using a document-centric and a fact-centric information (e.g., reification, N-ary relationships, snapshots of graphs, provenance, PROV-O, Memento etc.) (Rula et al., 2012) or deduced from other facts in an RDF dataset. The first category can be immediately used in our model. Since the availability of temporal information in Linked Data is still limited (Rula et al., 2012) , especially for links, we derive the temporal restrictions from available data in dataset.
The types of links that never evolve or should not evolve (e.g. dc:creator, rdf:type) can be excluded from the temporal extension of tensor using value 1. Ageing Function. Our goal was to show that time information is a very important aspect for link prediction and how a method to predict links can be extended with time information by modelling a retention of information using the ageing function. The formula we use for the ageing function is inspired by a representation of forgetting and retention mechanisms in the human mind. Structural Patterns. Results of the time-aware link prediction highly depend on a structure of the RDF graph and a time when links were created. In Section 3.6 we identified simple structural patterns that may influence the link prediction in this specific dataset. However, there is no reason to assume that there cannot be present also other, more complex structural patterns that influence the link prediction. In our future work we plan to explore methods for automatic detection of more complex patterns. Snapshot Creation. We have chosen the size of snapshots so that they have a sufficient amount of data for learning. Note that the data of some snapshots can be differently distributed with respect to time. Some snapshots might have data normally distributed but in some snapshots the majority of the data can be at the start or at end of the snapshot. Such distribution of the data has an impact on the link prediction.
RELATED WORK
There are two main topics closely related to our timeaware link prediction method, namely tensor factorization and relational learning. The models and methods covered by these topics are used to model multirelational data and to perform the link prediction.
Most researches in relational learning are based on a statistical relational learning. These approaches are build upon the Bayesian or Markov networks (Friedman et al., 1999; Khosravi and Bina, 2010) or their combinations with tensor representations (Gao et al., 2012) .
There is a growing interest in tensor models and factorizations in multi-relational data modelling. An overview of tensor factorizations and their applications is in (Kolda and Bader, 2009 ). There are two basic approaches, namely link-information-based approaches and node-information-based approaches. We adopted a model from link-information-based approaches by (Nickel et al., 2011) , where each frontal slice of a tensor represents a relation. A similar model was also used in (London et al., 2013) . These modelling approaches, however, do not work with time information. They only take into account entities and relations among them.
On the other hand, node-information-based approaches, take into account attributes of entities (Taskar et al., 2003; Raymond and Kashima, 2010 ). An extension of this work in (Nickel et al., 2012 ) is able to work with attributes (time attribute can also be included) and combine both approaches.
There are also existing approaches related to frameworks LIMES (Ngomo and Auer, 2011) and SILK (Bizer et al., 2009 ) that are focused on link discovery between different datasets. Our approach is focused on link prediction within one dataset.
There are existing researches, that use time for predicting links. In (Spiegel et al., 2012) , the authors use the third-order tensor factorization, where two dimensions are used to represent relations and the third dimension represents time. This approach is however suitable only for one type of relation. A similar work was done in (Acar et al., 2009; Dunlavy et al., 2011; Ermis et al., 2012) where authors also work with a dataset with one type of a relation.
There are also other approaches that use either multi-modal representation of graph or temporal information for link prediction in Social Networks, e.g. prediction links in asynchronous communication (Oyama et al., 2011) , prediction based on hypergraph (Li et al., 2013) , prediction in multi-modal networks (Symeonidis and Perentis, 2014) , however, they are less relevant to our work.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The popularity of publishing RDF datasets as Linked Data is significantly growing in recent time. A rich dataset contains a sufficient amount of links, however, not all links may explicitly exist in the dataset while some existing links may not be valid. Link prediction algorithms can be used to find links that do not explicitly exist in the dataset. Although there exists a number of sophisticated approaches for link prediction, there is still a lack of methods that can work with time information. The time information is important to work with datasets in dynamic environments and for the link prediction it helps to provide more relevant results. In this paper, we proposed the time-aware link prediction method that extends the tensor factorization to solve link prediction task with temporal information about existence of links. While existing methods use either multi-relational data or data with one type of relation and time information, our method utilizes both, the multi-relational data and time information in order to create tensor-based model. The results from the experiments on the real world dataset from ProgrammableWeb show, that the method effectively exploits both the structure of the datasets and the temporal information.
In our future work, we want to focus on the evaluation of the method on other datasets from Linked Data Cloud that incorporate links across data sources. We also plan to investigate other sources for temporal information. Further, we plan to explore different applications of the method. In particular, we want to evaluate the performance of the method in evaluation of existing links.
